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Role of banks: A simple example
Steve is at the start of his career as a software engineer and just founded his own IT company. All the signs point to him becoming an influential and admired
expert in his field. Right now however, he doesn’t have enough capital to even rent office space and is working from his parent’s garage. Office space sorted,
he still requires a vehicle to get around town to meet with potential clients and showcase his software. He approaches Nedbank for vehicle finance.
Nedbank recognises his potential and is more than happy to provide him with the finance. The vehicle loan is structured as follows:
• Capital amount: R450 000
• Loan term: 5 years
Steve

• Interest rate: Prime + 2% (12%)

Banks bring depositors and
borrowers together
Nedbank provides finance
Nedbank receives deposits
Both Jenny and Bheki have very successful careers in law enforcement. They both have accumulated savings and have approached Nedbank to
identify the most suitable products for their saving needs.

Jenny

Jenny is unattached with no dependents, which gives her the opportunity
to travel the world. She wants quick access to her money but expects a
decent return on her sizeable deposit. The deposit is structured as
follows:
• Capital amount: R350 000
• Term: 1 month fixed deposit
• Interest rate: 7.25%

Bheki and his wife have two girls. Their youngest just finished
university. This means that the couple can now put extra money away
towards their retirement in 10 years. The deposit is structured as
follows:
• Capital amount: R100 000
• Term: 5 year fixed deposit
• Interest rate: 8%

Bheki

Role of banks: In general
• Commercial banks play an important role in the financial system and the
economy.
• As a key component of the financial system, banks allocate funds from savers to
borrowers through the transformation of short dated deposits into long dated
loans.
• They provide specialized financial services, bringing together both savings and
borrowing opportunities.

Flow of funds

• These financial services help to make the overall economy more efficient and
facilitate economic growth, employment creation and wealth creation.

Flow of interest
Depositors (retail, commercial,
wholesale) provide banks with
funds and in return receive
interest from banks

Borrowers (retail,
commercial and wholesale)
obtain financing from banks
and in return pay interest to
banks

Behind the scenes

Flow of funds
1

Liabilities /
Depositors

Bank liabilities / Depositors

Assets /
Borrowers

• Banks accept deposits from individuals, businesses and corporates or borrow funds from
the money market and/or capital market.
• Banks borrow from individuals, businesses, financial institutions and governments with
surplus funds (savings, investments and other deposits).

Savings from
individuals

• Within the South African market, the bulk of banks' sources of funds comes from
deposits including cheque, savings, cash management deposits, call deposits, fixed
deposits and term deposits.

Money/capital
markets
Corporates,
Businesses

1

Shorter to medium
term funding
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South African banks typically then use the money market and capital market to diversify
funding sources and create contractual funding tenor and use the foreign markets to
match fund foreign denominated loans and to a small extent to diversify Rand
denominated funding pools.
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Bank assets / Borrowers

Governments

Individuals

Businesses

3

• Banks use these deposits and borrowed funds (liabilities of the bank) to meet borrowers
lending requirements or to purchase short and long-term securities (assets of the
bank).

Longer term lending

• Banks make these loans to businesses, other financial institutions, individuals and
governments that need these funds for financing and/or other personal or commercial
purposes.

BSM

• Common borrowings include residential home loans, commercial and industrial loans,
motor vehicle finance, although individual banks' asset compositions can vary materially
across the industry as some institutions provide specialized or limited banking
services/products (example Capitec) versus for example the major South African banks.
Flow of funds

Client facing
business
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Money markets and capital markets are used to diversify
funding sources and create contractual funding tenor
Client facing
business

Flow of interest
Assets /
Borrowers

Different interest rates are paid on borrowed funds versus interest rates charged on loans
that incorporate tenor, repricing attributes, credit quality and other supply- and demandside economics within the competitive markets in which these products are priced.
Interest rates also provide a price signal for borrowers, lenders and banks, and should
reflect the risk adjusted economics of each loan and deposit.
1 Bank assets
• Banks extend retail and wholesale advances linked to variable rates, eg Prime and Call.
• Banks extend retail and wholesale fixed rate advances.
• Banks extend wholesale advances linked to JIBAR.
• Banks hold treasury bills and government bonds as part of their High Quality Liquid
Assets (HQLA) requirements for liquidity risk management.
2 Bank liabilities
• Banks raise short term demand funding linked to variable rates which are repriced to
different short-end base rates, eg Call.
• Banks raise fixed rate term funding.
• Banks raise JIBAR linked term funding.
• Certain non-repricing non-maturity deposit (NMDs) accounts are non-rate-sensitive
(NRS).
3 Banks have a mismatch in net non-rate-sensitive balances, including shareholders’ funds,
debtors, creditors, provisions and fixed assets that are not repriced for interest rate
changes.

Liabilities /
Depositors
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Call
JIBAR-linked
Fixed
Other rates

1

Prime
Call
JIBAR-linked
Fixed
Other rates

Flow of funds
Flow of interest
Client facing
business

Shareholder funds, debtors, creditors, provisions and fixed assets

3

Client facing
business

Balance Sheet Management
Liabilities /
Depositors

• Through the process of taking deposits, making loans, and responding to interest rate
signals, the banking system helps channel funds from savers to borrowers in an
efficient manner.
• In performing its financial intermediation role banks are inherently susceptible to
liquidity and repricing mismatches that expose bank balance sheets to funding &
market liquidity risk and interest rate risk that need to be actively managed to
ensure that banks can meet cash flow commitments and avoid margin volatility as
interest rates reset.
• Furthermore in performing this role, banks are exposed to unexpected losses due to
risk associated with financial intermediation. This requires a bank to hold capital.

Shorter to medium
term funding
Call
JIBAR-linked
Fixed
Other rates

Assets /
Borrowers

Longer term lending

Prime
Call
JIBAR-linked
Fixed
Other rates

• The risk management of these risk types is performed by Balance Sheet Management
(BSM).

BSM

Funding & market liquidity risk

Capital types:
Credit, Investment,
Property and Other
Assets risk

Interest rate risk
Capital risk

Flow of funds
Flow of interest
Client facing
business

Capital types: Business, Operational, ALM, Insurance and Market risk

Client facing
business

Interest rate risk in the banking book
Interest rate risk in the banking book (IRRBB) is the risk a bank faces due to timing mismatches in the maturity (for fixed
rate) and repricing (for floating rate) of bank assets, liabilities and off-balance-sheet positions, as well as the non-repricing
elements of its balance sheet, including shareholders equity, certain transactional deposit accounts and working capital.
The repricing mismatch between the two sides of the balance sheet makes the bank vulnerable to changes in interest
rates.

Interest Rate Risk in the Banking Book (IRRBB)
Reprice Gap before Risk Management

How IRRBB is managed
• A combination of on- and off-balance-sheet hedging strategies are used to change the repricing profile of
the balance sheet.
• Hedging is typically transacted on a portfolio basis for deposits and retail advances.
• Longer-dated deposits along with wholesale fixed-rate advances are typically individually hedged.
• The main off-balance sheet instruments used to change the repricing profile of the balance sheet include
interest rate swaps and forward-rate agreements.
• The main on-balance-sheet instruments used to match the repricing profile of the balance sheet include
the liquid asset portfolio, capital market issuances, term deposits and fixed-rate advances.
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The repricing mismatch between the two sides of the balance sheet
makes the bank vulnerable to changes in interest rates.
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Exposure to IRRBB after risk management is largely as a result of
• Endowment
— Working Capital and Non-Rate-Sensitive transactional deposits largely
offset one another with the residual position invested into a net asset
position with a repricing profile shorter than one month (Prime).
— Capital is invested into a net asset position with a repricing profile shorter
than one month (Prime).
— These net positions give rise to endowment risk given that these balances
do not reprice in line with changes in Prime and/or other market rates.
• JIBAR-linked Funding
— Primarily three-month JIBAR-linked funding (after risk management) is
invested into a net asset position with a repricing profile shorter than one
month (Prime) which does not reprice at the same time or necessarily by
the same quantum.

Reprice Gap after Risk Management
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Role of banks: A simple example – interest rate risk
Before risk management

Deposit 1: Jenny
• Capital amount: R350 000
• Term: 1 month fixed deposit
• Interest rate: 7.25%

Assets

1 month 3 month

5 year

Liabilities

Steve
R450k

Derivative

Bheki
R100k
R100k

Receive fixed
rate

R100m

Jenny
R350k

Pay fixed
rate

Pay floating
rate

1 month 3 month

5 year

Liabilities

Jenny
Assets

Assets

Net position

5 year

Short dated reprice risk

R100k

R100k

Net reprice risk

R100k

Liabilities

Net position

Prime

R100k

Bheki

Long dated reprice risk

Net reprice risk

Deposit 2: Bheki
• Capital amount: R100 000
• Term: 5 year fixed deposit
• Interest rate: 8%

1 month 3 month

Client facing
business

Pay fixed
rate

Gross reprice risk

Receive
floating rate

Bheki
R100k

Steve
R450k

Assets

Jenny
R350k

Gross reprice risk

Steve

Nedbank receives deposits

Nedbank provides finance

Loan 1: Steve
• Capital amount: R450 000
• Loan term: 5 years
• Interest rate: Prime + 2% = 12%

After risk management

1 month 3 month

Liabilities

3 month Basis risk between Prime
and 3m JIBAR
JIBAR
5 year

Funding and liquidity risk
The primary role of a bank in terms of financial intermediation is to transform short-term deposits into longer-term
loans. By fulfilling this role, banks are inherently susceptible to liquidity mismatches and consequently funding and
market liquidity risks.

Funding & Liquidity Risk Management
Banks typically originate contractually long-term loans & advances and
short-term deposits creating a structural liquidity mismatch

Liabilities /
Depositors

Assets /
Borrowers

Retail & Commercial Bankingd
Assets

Structural Liquidity
Mismatch

0

Loans &
advances

TN

Time Horizon

Liabilities

Longer term lending

Deposits
Shorter to medium
term funding

Funding
deficit

Money & Capital Markets + Equityy
0

Time Horizon

Money
market

Capital market
& Equity

TN

BSM

Funding the deficit &
managing the structural
liquidity mismatch

BSM

Funding & market
liquidity risk
Interest rate risk
Capital risk

Flow of funds

Client facing
business

Client facing
business

Funding & Liquidity Risk Management
What is Funding & Liquidity Risk

• Liquidity Risk emanates from two sources:
o Funding liquidity risk = risk that Nedbank Group is unable to meet its payment
obligations as they fall due (eg. depositor withdrawals / inability to roll over
maturing debt).
o Market liquidity risk = risk that the group will be unable to sell assets, without
incurring an unacceptable loss, in order to generate cash required to meet
payment obligations under a stress liquidity event.
How Funding & Liquidity Risk is managed – The Liquidity Risk Management
Framework

• A Liquidity Risk Management Framework should seek to optimise the balance sheet
by balancing the trade-off between liquidity risk on the one hand and cost or
profitability on the other.

• This optimisation process is managed by taking cognisance of:
• The contractual maturity mismatch between assets and liabilities.
• The business-as-usual mismatch arising from normal market conditions.
• The stress mismatch or stress funding requirement likely to arise from a
continuum of plausible stress liquidity scenarios.
• The quantum of stress funding sources available to meet a scenario-specific
stress funding requirement.
• Key objectives that underpin a Liquidity Risk Management Framework include:
o Maintaining financial market confidence at all times.
o Protecting key stakeholder interests.
o Meeting regulatory liquidity requirements.

The Liquidity Risk Management Framework
Contractual
mismatch

Business-as-usual
mismatch

Stressed
mismatch

Stress
liquidity gap

Liquidity Risk
Contingency Plan (LRCP)
and
Recovery Plan (RP)
For dealing with more
protracted and severe
liquidity stress events

Available sources
of stressed funding

Risk appetite setting

Liquidity risk management
objective

Funding Strategy
Formulated on the basis of liquidity risk
metrics and policy and achieving optimal
deposit mix
Liquidity policies

Liquidity risk metrics

Structural and daily

Calibrated to meet
board-approved
appetite

Liquidity risk
management

Minimum survival
horizon in days

Stress funding
requirements

Stress funding
sources
Cost/profitability

Liquidity buffer management

Internal Liquidity Adequacy Assessment Process
Ongoing assessment of liquidity self-sufficient through stress testing and scenario analysis.
Review and assessment of all components making up and/or supporting the Liquidity Risk Management Framework.

Role of banks: A simple example – funding and liquidity risk
Contractual mismatch

400 000

Steve’s loan R450k

300 000

Loan 1: Steve
• Loan term: 5 years
Steve

• Represents the contractual terms and conditions
of assets and liabilities.

200 000

Cashflows
100 000

-

Liab

(100 000)

→Jenny R350k

(200 000)

Cashflows

↓
Bheki R100k

(300 000)

• Typically, assets are long-dated and deposits are
short dated.
• Represents the ‘worst-case’ liquidity risk.

(400 000)

Jenny

1 month

Cumulative mismatch 5 years

Behavioural mismatch

400 000

• Behaviourally, assets typically repay quicker than
their contractual duration.

300 000

Asset

Behavioural

Deposit 1: Jenny
• Capital amount: R350 000
• Term: 1 month fixed deposit
• Interest rate: 7.25%

200 000

Cashflows
100 000

• Behaviourally, deposits typically remain longer
than their contractual duration.

-

Liab

(100 000)

Cashflows
(200 000)

(300 000)

Deposit 2: Bheki
• Capital amount: R100 000
• Term: 5 year fixed deposit
• Interest rate: 8%

Cumulative mismatch

(400 000)

1 month

5 years

Asset

Mismatch:
Behavioural < Stress < Contractual

300 000

200 000

Bheki

Cashflows
100 000

-

Liab

(100 000)

Cashflows
(200 000)

(300 000)

(400 000)

1 month

Client facing
business

• Business-as-usual (BaU) represent a normal nonstress liquidity mismatch.

Stress mismatch
400 000

Stress

Nedbank receives deposits

Nedbank provides finance

• Interest rate: Prime + 2% (12%)

Contractual

• Capital amount: R450 000

Asset

Cumulative mismatch 5 years

• Stress cashflows represent a deviation from BaU
normal cashflows – i.e. results in cash outflows in
excess of BaU, but not as great as those
represented by contractual mismatch.
• Liquidity buffers are held to cover stress cash
outflows based on targeted survival horizons.

Funds transfer pricing (FTP) and Margin
The main objectives of a FTP process are the transfer of interest rate mismatches and liquidity risk mismatches to a central unit
(BSM) in order to enable the central unit to manage the structural liquidity mismatches and the interest rate risk in the banking book
in the most effective and efficient manner. Through the FTP process a fair reflection of the cost of funds is charged/rewarded,
incorporating a risk based product pricing framework resulting in products being priced based on their inherent interest rate and
liquidity risk profiles.
Net interest margin (NIM) is a measure of the difference between the interest income generated by banks on assets originated to
clients and the amount of interest paid to depositors, expressed as a % of interest-earning assets.

Funds Transfer Pricing and Margin
Assets /
Borrowers

• FTP is a critical component of any profitability measurement system for financial institutions as it
quantifies a major contributor to profitability - net interest margin (NIM) – on both sides of the
balance sheet correctly measured as credit spreads on loans and funding spreads on deposits,
whilst centralising mismatches in Nedbank BSM.

Liabilities /
Depositors

• This process ensures that both sides of the balance sheet are priced at correct market rates which
accurately reflect the risk including repricing, liquidity and contractual / behavioural features of
loans and deposits.
• NIM is the difference between the interest charged to borrowers (c) and the interest paid to
depositors for funding received (a) expressed as a percentage of interest earning assets.

BSM manages the net mismatches
(d) - (b)

Interest paid to the
depositor for
funding received
(a)

Interest charged to
the borrower for
funding provided
(c)

BSM
BSM

Funding & market liquidity risk

Liability provider = source of
funding

Interest rate risk

Capital risk

FTP interest rewarded to the
business for funding provided
(b)

Asset originator = user of
funding
FTP interest charged to the
business for funding consumed
(d)
Net credit spread
(c) – (d)

Net funding spread
(b) – (a)
Client facing
business

Flow of interest

Client facing
business

Funds Transfer Pricing and Margin – a simple example

Deposit 1: Jenny
• Capital amount: R350 000
• Term: 1 month fixed deposit
• Interest rate: 7.25%
Jenny

Deposit 2: Bheki
• Capital amount: R100 000
• Term: 5 year fixed deposit
• Interest rate: 8%

Loan 1: Steve
• Capital amount: R450 000
• Loan term: 5 years
• Interest rate: Prime + 2% (12%)
Steve

Bheki
Net mismatch in BSM:
(d) - (b) =
9% x R450k – 9.5% x R100k – 8.45% x R350k = R1.4k

Interest rate paid to the
depositor for funding
received
(a)
Bheki = 8%
Jenny = 7.25%

(900bps x R450k – 868bps x R450k = 32bps x R450k)

Liability provider = source of
funding
FTP interest rate rewarded to the
business for funding provided
(b)
Bheki = 8.5% + 1% (Liquidity
Premium) = 9.5%
Jenny = 7.65% + 0.8% (Liquidity
Premium) = 8.45%

Net funding spread
(b) – (a)
Bheki = 150bps
Jenny = 120bps
Client facing
business

BSM
BSM

Asset originator = user of
funding

Interest rate charged to
the borrower for funding
provided
(c)
= Prime + 2% = 12%

Funding & market liquidity risk
Interest rate risk

Capital risk

FTP interest rate charged to the
business for funding consumed
(d)
= Prime - 2% + 1% (Liquidity
Premium) = 9%
Net credit spread
(c) – (d) = 300bps

Flow of interest

Client facing
business

Funds Transfer Pricing and Margin – a simple example
Interest Rate Risk in the Banking Book transferred to BSM

Client facing
business

The funding and credit spread is not impacted by interest rate
movements as the interest rate risk has been centralised to
BSM via the FTP process. This is done by matching the reprice
characteristics of the FTP rate to that of the client rate.

BSM is responsible for managing the net interest rate
mismatch - primarily three-month JIBAR-linked funding (after
risk management) is invested into a net asset position with a
repricing profile shorter than one month (Prime).

BSM

BSM FTP legs are the opposing trades

Steve Jenny
External market trades

5 year

6 year

Bheki
Internal client facing business FTP legs

Swap Rate

Pay floating
rate
1 month 3 month

Derivative

9.5%

8.45%
1 day

3m JBIAR

Prime –
1.25%

FTP interest
charged to
loans
FTP interest
rewarded to
deposits

9.5%

1 month 3 month

Net

8%

8.45%

120bps (funding spread) 150bps

7.25%

Prime +
2%
Prime –
1%

Interest
expense

Net

1 day

Receive
fixed rate

Reprice gap

Net

Reprice gap

Interest
income

Short-end reprice risk
300bps (credit spread)

5 year

6 year

Funds Transfer Pricing and Margin – a simple example
Liquidity Risk transferred to BSM

R100k

R350k

1 month

5 year

Jenny

Bheki

Behaviourally, loans typically
repay quicker than their
contractual duration and
behaviourally deposits typically
remain longer than their
contractual duration.
Behavioural Liquidity Premiums
assigned to charge/reward
client facing businesses for
behavioural
consumption/provision of
liquidity.

6 year

6 year

Steve

Structural liquidity
mismatch centralised
by assigning
behavioural Liquidity
Premiums to loans
and deposits.
1 month

Contractual profile of external market trades

5 year
R450k

FTP interest
rewarded to
deposits

BSM

LP = Steve 1%
1 month

FTP interest
charged to
loans

Interest expense Interest income
(Client Interest) (FTP Interest)

LP = Jenny 0.8% & Bheki 1%

Interest expense Interest income
(FTP Interest) (Client Interest)

Client facing cluster: Asset originator

Client facing cluster: Liability provider

5 year

Behavioural profile of external market trades

6 year

Behavioural profile of internal client facing business FTP legs

Capital Risk
Nedbank Group’s Capital Management Framework is designed to meet our key external stakeholders’ needs, both
those focused more on the adequacy of the group’s capital in relation to its risk profile (or risk versus solvency) and
those focused more on the return or profitability of the group relative to the risk assumed (or risk versus return). The
challenge for management and the board is to achieve an optimal balance between these two important
dimensions.

Strategic Capital Management
Assets /
Borrowers

• Through the provision of the above financial services banks are taking risk through which
the balance sheet is exposed to unexpected financial losses (example credit risk on loans)
for which banks are required to hold capital.

Liabilities /
Depositors

• A bank needs to ensure that the overall level of capital held is sufficient for the level of risk
being taken, whilst meeting minimum regulatory requirements, including appropriate
capital buffers and, not least of all, meets the return expectations of shareholders.
• Nedbank actively manages both the supply of capital and demand for capital, through:
▪ On the demand for capital, assess each individual risk including pricing for the risk;
▪ On the supply of capital, ensure an optimal capital structure and balance between
organically generated capital (Equity), Equity/Hybrid and debt instruments.

Capital types:
Credit, Investment,
Property and Other
Assets risk

BSM

Funding & market liquidity risk

BSM

Interest rate risk
Capital risk

Flow of funds
Flow of interest
Client facing
business

Capital types: Business, Operational, ALM, Insurance and Market risk

Client facing
business

Strategic Capital Management
A bank is required to hold capital primarily to absorb unexpected losses (ULs) in any particular year. From this follows the two primary aspects of capital management:
▪ Ensure that the overall capital level is in line with a number of factors, such as:
• the internal assessment of the level of risk being taken (economic capital)
• the expectations of the rating agencies
• the requirements of the regulators
• the returns expected by shareholders
BCBS
▪ Ensure that the actual capital level takes full advantage of the range of capital instruments and capital management
activities available to optimise the financial efficiency of the capital base.
Expected losses are
provisioned and/or
accounted for through
updated fair values

Capital is held for
unexpected losses

The Basel III framework defines the three tiers of capital qualifying to absorb significant
unexpected losses. The three tiers are based on subordination and a bank’s ability to absorb
losses with the sharp distinction of capital instruments when it is still solvent versus after it goes
bankrupt.

Types of Capital
CET 1

𝝁

99,9%

•

Includes the book values of
common shares, paid-in
capital, and retained
earnings less goodwill and
any other intangibles.

•

Instruments within CET 1
must have the highest
subordination and no
maturity.

Tier 2

Tier 1
•

Includes CET 1 plus other
instruments that are
subordinated to
subordinated debt, have no
fixed maturity and no
embedded incentive for
redemption, and for which
a bank can cancel dividends
or interest coupons at any
time that are not
cumulative

•

Consists of unsecured
subordinated debt with an
original maturity of not less
than five years

Role of banks: A simple example – capital risk
Instrument 1: CET 1 Capital
• Ord Share Capital: R30 000
Instrument 2: Tier 1 Capital
• Perpetual instruments: R4 500
• Interest rate: JIBAR + 450bps

Loan 1: Steve
• Capital amount: R450 000
• Loan term: 5 years
• Interest rate: Prime + 2%
Steve

Investors

Instrument 3: Tier 2 capital
• Subordinated debt: R8 000
• Term: 10 years, optional
redemption after 5 years and 1 day
• Interest rate: JIBAR + 240bps
Investors

Nedbank receives investments
Nedbank provides finance
Capital Supply
Common Equity Tier 1 & Tier 1 Capital:

Tier 2 Capital:
▪ In addition to CET 1 and Tier 1 capital, a bank also issues unsecured,
▪ A bank needs to hold common equity capital in the form of
subordinated debt instruments qualifying as tier 2 capital as per the
ordinary share capital and also reserves to ensure the bank is
well capitalised, further to that - a bank also issues no fixed
requirements of the Basel III framework.
maturity instruments that are: classified as equity and are
subordinated to subordinated debt (Additional Tier 1)

Minimum Capital Requirements:
Capital Ratio's
Common Equity Tier 1
Tier 1
Total

SARB Min Ratio*
7,50%
9,25%
11,50%

* Excluding bank-specific Pillar 2b and D-SIB capital requirements

Capital Demand (Requirement)
Steve’s loan exposes the bank to credit risk:
▪ The risk of default on a loan arises from a borrower who fails
to make required payments.
▪ The risk reduces if there is collateral held against the loan
e.g. vehicle finance or home loan vs an unsecured loan such
as a credit card or personal loan.

Bank needs to calculate the capital requirement for the loan based on
risk and regulation and needs the following three elements:
▪ Risk parameters associated with loan.
▪ Risk weight functions as prescribed by the Basel regulatory
framework.
▪ Minimum capital requirements.

Risk parameters & RWA Estimation
▪ EaD: Exposure at default
▪ PD: Probability of default
▪ LGD: Loss given default
▪ M: Effective maturity
Risk Weighted Assets (RWA) = PD x LGD x EaD x M

Role of banks: A simple example – capital risk (cont’d)
Capital Supply
Common Equity Tier 1 capital a

Loan 1: Steve

Ordinary share capital
Deductions

• Loan term: 5 years

Goodwill

-5 700

• Interest rate: Prime + 2%

Intangibles

-4 000

Credit Risk Parameters
Prob. Default (PD)
Exposure at Default (EaD)
Loss Given Default (LGD)
Correlation Factor (r)
Maturity (M) (In years)
Maturity Adjustment (b)

Steve
Additional Tier 1 capital b

Nedbank issued instruments

Nedbank provides finance

20 300
30 000
-9 700

• Capital amount: R450 000

Capital Demand (Requirement)
Steve Loan Details
Loan Amount
450 000
Loan Term (In years)
5
Interest Rate
12,00%

Instrument 1: CET 1 Capital
• Ord Share Capital: R30 000
Instrument 2: Tier 1 Capital
• Perpetual instruments: R4 500
• Interest rate: JIBAR + 450bps

4 500

Perpetual Instruments

4 500

Tier 2 capital c

8 000

Subordinated Debt

8 000

Total Qualifying Capital & Reserves

Capital
Capital Requirement

32 800

Investors

18 156

Total Risk Weighted Assets d

226 950

Risk Weighted Assets (RWA) = PD x LGD x EaD x M

Instrument 3: Tier 2 Capital
• Subordinated debt: R8 000
• Term: 10 years, optional
redemption after 5 years and 1
day
Investors • Interest rate: JIBAR + 240bps

Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR)
Capital Ratio's

CAR

SARB Min Ratio*

Surplus

d

8,94%

7,50%

1,44%

b

d

10,93%

9,25%

1,68%

c

d

14,45%

11,50%

2,95%

Common Equity Tier 1 (CET 1)

a
a

Tier 1
Total

a

b

* Excluding bank-specific Pillar 2b and D-SIB capital requirements

Client facing
business

15%
445 000
68%
3%
5
4

Strategic capital management: Stress Testing
What is stress testing
A stress test is commonly described as the evaluation of a bank’s financial position under a severe but plausible scenario to assist in decision making within the bank. The term ‘stress testing’ is also
used to refer not only to the mechanics of applying specific individual tests, but also to the wider environment within which the tests are developed, evaluated and used within the decision-making
process.
Why do we do stress testing
Positive scenario: Global risk-on and significant
improvement in policy and political certainty
Nedbank grows in-line
or ahead of market

When conducting our planning
process, various possible
scenarios can unfold, the
future is uncertain.

What is the possible impact of
the various scenarios?

Mild stress: Adverse global conditions start to emerge
and the land issue leads to rising tensions
Conditions are tough, but Nedbank
continues to generate decent returns

High stress: World economy goes into recession and
SOEs fail with continued load shedding

Trouble: Proactive management
actions required

Severe stress: World economy in deep recession. Total
Eskom system collapse resulting in a country wide blackout

Serious trouble! Proactive aggressive
management actions required

Do we have enough capital
and liquidity to weather any
storm?

What is the impact on
impairments, NIM and/or
asset/liability values under
these possible scenarios

Profitability restored

Profitability restored

☺



BSM Supporting functions
A number of supporting functions enable BSM to perform and execute on its risk management mandate.

BSM Supporting functions
Finance

Risk, Compliance and Governance

Regulatory and external reporting

Tactically manages the accounting requirements
and associated accounting complexities of the
bank’s extensive balance sheet and risk based
strategies (Capital, Funding, Liquidity and
Interest Rate Risk Management).

Monitor, implement and embed a culture of
good governance throughout the business
and ensures that adequate frameworks are in
place and conformed to in respect of
processes, procedures, systems, data and
models.

Banks are required to submit a host of
prescribed returns, known as the Banks Act
(BA) returns, to the Prudential Authority (PA).
This covers various financial, risk and economic
information on an on-going monthly, quarterly,
half-yearly and annual basis.

Included in the Finance function, is the key risk adjusted
performance measurement processes, including; the
allocation of costs relating to strategic interest rate risk,
liquidity and capital management referred to as ALM
costs.

The team is responsible for managing a sizeable
balance sheet comprising:
• the bank’s ordinary, preference share and tier 1
capital
• the bank’s long term debt position
• negotiable certificate of deposits portfolio
• prudential cash reserves
• the banking book liquid asset and liquid asset
buffer portfolios
• off balance sheet strategies

Functions and duties of the Enterprise Risk
Committee
• Reviews the business risk governance framework,
risk assessment and risk management practices to
ensure alignment
with the business plans;
guidelines, policies and processes for risk assessment
and risk management.
• Ensures all material business risks are adequately and
effectively; identified,
measured,
mitigated,
monitored and reported.
• Considers the business risk appetite and key risk
policies on the establishment of risk limits,
guidelines, processes for monitoring and mitigating
such risks, risks tolerances and tracking thereof.

Nedbank’s responsibility to discharge its regulatory BA
returns obligations has been formally designated to
BSM’s Group Regulatory Reporting function.
The BA returns owned by BSM include:
• BA300 – Liquidity Risk
• BA330 – Interest rate risk in the banking book
• BA700 – Capital adequacy
• BA900 - Institutional and maturity breakdown of
liabilities and assets
Responsibilities of the external reporting team include
publishing the Pillar 3 Risk and Capital Management
Reports, the Results Booklets and the annual ICAAP and
ILAAP Report to the SARB: PA. Duties also include
liaising with Ratings Agencies and Investor Relations to
provide information when required.

Human Resources (HR)
HR’s role in BSM is to implement the Nedbank People Strategy within the cluster in line with cluster requirements. It ensures that the right people are employed in the right roles and that
they are developed and retained accordingly. HR, in collaboration with line managers, work on staff engagement and staff morale, by creating a great place to thrive for all our staff.

HR focus areas

•
•
•

Focus on the Right-Fit leadership and culture
Develop our Workforce for the future
Claim back our position as leader in Transformation

•
•
•

Put the employee at the centre
Enable high-performing and healthy employees
Align HR capability to deliver People Strategy

In summary
Liabilities /
Depositors

Assets /
Borrowers

• Through the proactive management of all material components of the bank’s balance
sheet and specifically through the optimal management of interest rate risk, liquidity
risk and capital management, active balance sheet management focuses on the
management and optimisation of the balance sheet, shareholder value-add and longterm sustainability, incorporating strategy, risk appetite and financial performance.
• Balance sheet management recognises the importance of managing and optimising
risk on a portfolio basis and integrating the management of risk with liquidity and
funding, capital management, managing for value, risk-based financial performance
measurement and strategic portfolio management.

Longer term lending

• This discipline strives to attain an optimal balance sheet shape and mix via, inter alia,
portfolio tilt and maximisation of shareholder value-add, within an acceptable risk
appetite.

Shorter to medium
term funding
Call
JIBAR-linked
Fixed
Other rates

Prime
Call
JIBAR-linked
Fixed
Other rates

BSM
BSM

Funding & market liquidity risk

Capital types:
Credit, Investment,
Property and Other
Assets risk

Interest rate risk
Capital risk

Flow of funds
Flow of interest
Client facing
business

Capital types: Business, Operational, ALM, Insurance and Market risk

Client facing
business

Thank you

Questions?

